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Cholesterol is well known to modulate the physical properties of biomembranes. Using modern x-ray
scattering methods, we have studied the effects of cholesterol on the bending modulus KC, the thickness
DHH, and the orientational order parameter Sxray of lipid bilayers. We find that the effects are different for
at least three classes of phospholipids characterized by different numbers of saturated hydrocarbon chains.
Most strikingly, cholesterol strongly increases KC when both chains of the phospholipid are fully saturated
but not at all when there are two monounsaturated chains.
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Despite the popular perception that cholesterol is un-
healthy, it is a vital component in the membranes of
mammalian cells, with concentrations varying up to
50 mol % of the total lipid in healthy cell plasma mem-
branes [1]. Cholesterol is considered to be a key molecule
for the formation of small rafts that have been implicated
in providing favorable nano environments to facilitate
biochemical functioning of membrane proteins [2].
Cholesterol is important in producing macroscopic fluid-
fluid phase separation that has been so strikingly visualized
by fluorescence microscopy [3]. Not surprisingly, there is a
large biophysical literature of cholesterol in lipid bilayers
[4,5].

Cholesterol has a short, thermally flexible, hydrocarbon
tail attached to a larger, rigid, hydrophobic, fused ring
structure headed with a small, hydrophilic, hydroxyl group
that is thought to be sufficient to anchor the ring end of
cholesterol to the aqueous interface. In contrast, lipid
molecules have a larger hydrophilic headgroup and longer,
flexible, hydrocarbon tails. Many studies have shown that
addition of cholesterol increases the orientational order
parameter Smol of the hydrocarbon tails of the lipids,
thereby partially straightening the chains and preferentially
orienting them along the bilayer normal, perpendicular to
the membrane [5]. Both straightening and orientational
ordering promote the observed thickening of the hydro-
carbon portion of the bilayer. Other studies have shown
that addition of cholesterol makes bilayers less flexible in
two ways: first, by increasing the bending modulus KC and
thereby increasing the energy �1=2�KCC2 of curvature C,
and second, by increasing the compression modulus KA
and the energy �1=2�KA�A� A0�

2 required to compress or
dilate the area from its free energy minimum at A0 [6].
Many of these studies have focused on phosphatidylcho-
line (PC) lipids, like DMPC or DPPC, that have both their
hydrocarbon chains fully saturated (C—C single bonds
between all the carbons), or the studies have focused on
lipids, like SOPC or POPC, that have one saturated chain
and one monounsaturated chain (one C——C double bond
about halfway along the otherwise saturated hydrocarbon

chain). Natural biomembranes have lipids with different
numbers of saturated chains. A recent study of just one
lipid, POPC, with three similar sterols, cholesterol, lano-
sterol, and ergosterol, has suggested that there is universal
behavior involving the hydrocarbon thickness d, Smol (both
obtained via the first NMR moment M1), KA, and KC [5].
In this Letter we report that the effect of cholesterol is not
obviously universal when it is added to different lipids with
different numbers of saturated chains.

Our experiments were performed on samples consisting
of stacks of approximately 2000 well oriented bilayers
deposited on smooth, flat silicon wafers [7]. These samples
were brought to within a few Ångstroms of full hydration
so the water space between bilayers was sufficiently large
(ca. 15–20 Å) that the interbilayer interaction is a negli-
gible perturbation compared to the intrabilayer interactions
responsible for the properties of individual bilayers [8].
These fully hydrated, fluid phase, smectic liquid crystal-
line, soft matter samples undergo considerable spontane-
ous thermal fluctuations. Such fluctuations degrade x-ray
diffraction peaks [9], which has made traditional structural
analysis difficult. However, these smectic fluctuations pro-
duce considerable diffuse x-ray scattering that can easily
be measured on a CCD using synchrotron sources as shown
in Fig. 1. The diffuse scattering is continuous in q space
and provides more information than can be obtained from
the conventional diffraction peaks when an analysis em-
ploying liquid crystal theory is carried out [10].

The first part of the analysis of the diffuse scattering
intensity I�q� obtains the bending modulus KC, as well as
the compression modulus B; the latter is of interest for
interactions between bilayers that will not be discussed
here. From these two moduli and the smectic liquid crystal
theory, the interbilayer structure (interference) factor S�q�
is evaluated and then divided into the measured intensity
I�q� � S�q�jF�q�j2=q to obtain the intrabilayer ‘‘form‘‘
factor jF�q�j from which the second part of the analysis
obtains the electron density profile ��z� along the z direc-
tion perpendicular to the membrane [7]. The thickness of
the membrane in this Letter is the distance between the two
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maxima in the electron density profile; this is often called
the head-head thickness DHH because the maxima in ��z�
essentially locate the electron dense phosphate in the lipid
headgroups that reside in the two interfacial regions that
define the thickness of the bilayer.

The third physical parameter that we measure is essen-
tially the average orientational order parameter of the
hydrocarbon chains. This fundamental quantity is often
called Smol and is usually measured using NMR tech-
niques. However, the underlying information is also em-
bedded in the so-called wide angle x-ray scattering shown
in Fig. 2. Analysis of these data obtains a molecular order
parameter that is named Sxray [11]. Because obtaining a
consistent measure of molecular orientation using NMR is

problematic for unsaturated chains, we suggest that Sxray is
an appropriate substitute. Indeed, Sxray tracks SNMR quite
well as cholesterol is added to saturated DPPC, differing
only by a normalization factor [11].

Figure 3 shows results for our three physical parameters
as a function of cholesterol mole fraction c for several
lipids. Our most dramatic result is for the bending modulus
KC shown in Fig. 3(a). While KC for saturated DMPC
increases more than fourfold with 30% cholesterol, for
SOPC with one monounsaturated chain it increases only
about twofold and, most surprisingly, KC remains essen-
tially constant for two lipids that have both their chains
monounsaturated, DOPC (18 carbons/chain) and diC22:1
(22 carbons/chain). We suggest a simple, working, phe-
nomenological description in this Letter, namely, that the
effect of cholesterol on KC increases with the number of
saturated chains in the lipid.

As expected from the literature, we confirm that choles-
terol generally induces greater orientational order
[Fig. 3(b)] and it also thickens these bilayers [Fig. 3(c)].

FIG. 2. CCD image of wide angle scattering of DOPC with
30% cholesterol at 30 �C. The beam stop blocks the first five
lamellar orders at qr � 0. Sxray decreases as the width of the
intensity distribution increases in the � direction [11].

FIG. 1. CCD image of low angle diffuse scattering of DOPC
with 30% cholesterol at 30 �C. The dark region qz < 0:2, qr <
0:01 is blocked by a semitransparent beam stop that attenuates
the beam and the very strong first two lamellar peaks. KC is
related to the qr width and DHH to the qz distribution of intensity
[7,10].
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Bending modulus, (b) orientational
order parameter, and (c) thickness as a function of cholesterol
mole fraction c. The solid curves in (b) were fits to Eq. (1) and
the dashed curves were fits to Eq. (2) with values of the
parameters in Table I.
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Of greater current interest is that a progression with the
number of saturated chains, similar though less dramatic
than the one for KC, can also be discerned from our results
for Sxray in Fig. 3(b). The initial slopes for Sxray at low
cholesterol concentration are greater for DMPC (14 car-
bons/chain) and DPPC (16 carbons/chain) that have two
saturated chains than for DOPC and diC22:1 that have two
monounsaturated chains, and the initial slope is intermedi-
ate for SOPC with one saturated chain and one monounsa-
turated chain. For the fully saturated lipids there is a clear
leveling off for c� 0:2. A leveling off for the unsaturated
lipids is suggested, but would occur only at higher values
of c that are experimentally difficult due to cholesterol
crystallization [12,13]. Our results for DHH in Fig. 3(c)
also are consistent with the same progression as for Sxray. A
similar progression for DHH has recently been reported for
DMPC, SOPC, and DOPC [13].

Figure 4 searches for correlations between our three
physical quantities. Figure 4(a) indicates that DHH and
Sxray are well correlated for each lipid. Of course, lipids
with longer chains will have larger DHH even if the Sxray

order parameter is the same and if there are no other
differences. Beyond this obvious difference, Fig. 4(a) sug-
gests that there might be a progression to greater slopes
with more saturation. The more dramatic breakdown of
universality for different lipid types is indicated in
Fig. 4(b). For DOPC and diC22:1 with no saturated chains,
KC is essentially constant as Sxray increases with added
cholesterol, whereas KC increases for SOPC with one
saturated chain, and it increases dramatically for DMPC
with both chains saturated.

Another universal relation often cited [14] is KC �
KAd2=n, where d is usually thought of as the hydrocarbon
thickness, d�DHH � 10 �A [7]. This relation is well sat-
isfied for single component lipids when n � 24, as pre-
dicted by the polymer brush model [14]. However, it has
recently been reported that it breaks down when choles-
terol is added to the singly monounsaturated POPC lipid
[5]. Although our data cannot provide a direct test because
we do not measure KA, our results for d and KC for DOPC
would, by this relation, require KA to decrease by �25%
upon addition of 30% cholesterol, and such a decrease is
inconsistent with a recent report that KA increases by
�50% upon addition of 30% cholesterol to DOPC [15].
Also, our KC and d results for SOPC would predict that KA
should increase by 13% when 30% cholesterol is added,
but the increase has been reported to be closer to 100%
[15].

Because our most egregious breakdown of universality
involves KC, it is appropriate to ask if our measurement
technique is reliable. For single component lipid bilayers
our results are in good agreement with those obtained using
the aspiration pipette method [14]. Although the remark-
able progression with amount of saturation for the effect of
cholesterol onKC has not been pointed out in the literature,
there have been some reports consistent with our results.

For DMPC with 30% cholesterol at 30 �C the bending
modulus increases by a factor of 3.5 [16] or 3.2 [17] by
analysis of fluctuations in giant unilamellar vesicles. While
a factor of 2.7 for SOPC [6] was almost as large as for
DMPC, that was for a larger cholesterol concentration of
50%. For POPC at 30% cholesterol a factor of 2.3 has been
reported [5]. In contrast, for DOPC a method involving
hexagonal phases with tetradecane additive indicated no
change in KC up to 30% cholesterol followed by a factor of
only 1.3 up to 50% cholesterol [18]. A recent analysis of x-
ray scattering from unoriented samples found that the
Caillé � parameter [9], which is inversely proportional to
the square root of the product of KC and B, decreased more
for DMPC than for POPC upon addition of cholesterol
[19].

The theory of lipid bilayers with cholesterol is challeng-
ing due to the complex molecular interactions. Coarse
grained simulation models have been studied in which
each molecule has only translational degrees of freedom
with phenomenological pairwise interactions or with mul-
tibody interactions to account for the possibility that the
headgroups of the lipids could provide an ‘‘umbrella‘‘ to
shield the cholesterol from direct contact with water [20].
Other theories postulate that cholesterol creates a con-
densed complex consisting of one cholesterol and p lipids
[13,21]. The simplest such theory [21] employs a simple
chemical reaction model, free cholesterol� p free lipids
, complex with an equilibrium constant Keq � x=�c�
x��1� c� px�p, where x is the mole fraction of com-
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FIG. 4. (a) Thickness DHH and (b) bending modulus KC versus
orientational order parameter Sxray.
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plexed cholesterol and c is the total cholesterol mole
fraction. In Fig. 3(b) we have fit our data to

 Sxray � SFfF � SCfC; (1)

where fC � px=�1� c� is the fraction of complexed lipid
with order parameter SC and fF � 1� fC is the fraction of
uncomplexed lipid with order parameter SF. The values of
p from this fit are given in Table I.

The chemical reaction model is clearly oversimplified
for describing a condensed matter phase, so we have also
combined it with a different theory that is more realistic in
that it allows the cholesterol complexes to perturb the
properties of uncomplexed lipids [13]. While the perturba-
tion on the uncomplexed lipids should decay with a corre-
lation length �, the theory accounts for the increase in the
average order parameter of the uncomplexed lipid fraction
fF due to the influence of the fraction of clusters fC=p in a
mean field, phenomenological way by writing

 Sxray � �SF � �fC=p�fF � SCfC; (2)

where � parametrizes the strength of the coupling.
Although in [13] it was assumed that Keq was infinite, in
Fig. 3(b) we show the fit to our Sxray data using a finite
value of Keq and the values of p and � are given in Table I.

Both models obtain larger values of p for saturated
lipids. This is required in order that the curves in
Fig. 3(b) level off in the experimental range, whereas the
curves with smaller p for the unsaturated lipids would level
off at larger cholesterol concentration. Our values of �
increase with the number of saturated chains [22]. This is
consistent with saturated chains being more strongly cor-
related and/or having a longer correlation length �.
Although we allowed Keq to be a free parameter in both
models, it is an insensitive parameter and the fits differed
very little compared to fixingKeq to the value 1270 given in
[21].

In conclusion, our Sxray results imply that cholesterol has
a larger effect on lipids that have more saturated chains in
two ways: (1) There are more proximal lipids that may be
considered bound in a complex (larger p), and (2) the
chains in the distal lipids are more susceptible to ordering
by cholesterol perturbation (larger �). These trends in our
Sxray results are consistent with the even more dramatic

trend with the number of saturated chains that we observe
for the effect of cholesterol onKc. If a universal description
exists for the physical effects of cholesterol on biomem-
branes, it would require, at least, the inclusion of the
particular molecular structure of the lipids, such as the
number of saturated chains studied here, and probably
also other natural lipid variations, such as having more
than one double bond and having different headgroups.
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TABLE I. Values of parameters from fits to Eqs. (1) and (2). N
is the number of fully saturated chains.

Equation (1) Equation (2)
N p p �

DMPC 2 3.9 2.5 1.5
DPPC 2 2.9 2.0 1.0
SOPC 1 2.0 1.5 0.5
DOPC 0 1.7 1.5 0.2
diC22:1 0 1.7 1.5 0.2
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